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PARAMETRIZATION OF A SINGULAR LAGRANGIAN VARIETY

GOO ISHIKAWA

Dedicated to Professor Hirosi Toda on his 60th birthday

Abstract. We give stabilization and parametrization theorems for a class of

singular varieties in the space of polynomials of one variable and generalize

the results of Arnol'd and Givental'. The class contains the open swallowtails

and the open Whitney umbrella. The parametrization is associated with the

singularity of a stable mapping (in the sense of Thorn and Mather) of kernel

rank one.

0. Introduction

Lagrangian manifold with singularities (singular Lagrangian varieties) arise

in many situations. For instance, they arise in the obstacle problem [3], in

thermodynamics, in the theory of diffraction [13] or in the study of geodesies

of a Riemannian manifold with boundary [2]. They also arise as characteristic

varieties of holonomic systems [11] related to the Gauss-Manin connections

[17].
We also remark that singular Lagrangian varieties naturally appear in the

Cauchy problem of first order partial differential equations: We encounter the

situation that the Hamiltonian flow through an isotropic manifold, which corre-

sponds to the initial condition, in a hypersurface S of T*Rn generates a (local)

Lagrangian variety, which corresponds to a solution, in S.

In many situations stated above, singular Lagrangian varieties are generated

in the following reduction process (*) : the set of characteristics through an
isotropic manifold /"_1 in a hypersurface of a symplectic manifold M2n is

a Lagrangian variety L in the reduced symplectic manifold A2"-2 at least

locally.
If the characteristics are not tangent to / , then L is an immersed Lagrangian

submanifold of A. Otherwise, L has singular points parametrized by isotropic

mappings of kernel rank one, describing the tangency of characteristics with / .

The purpose of this paper is to construct and to analyze some algebraic mod-

els of such singular Lagrangian varieties, in the polynomial spaces of one vari-

able.
Related to the variational problem, for instance, the problem of bypassing

obstacles, the theory of symplectic triads is developed by Arnol'd and Givental'

[4], and an important object "open swallowtail" is obtained.
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Open swallowtails are generic singularities of a singular Lagrangian variety

associated to a Lagrangian manifold simply tangent to a hypersurface along

an isotropic submanifold In~x . (See [1, (5.3.23) and 18, Lecture 3], for the

nonsingular case.) As in [3, 6, 12], an open swallowtail is constructed in a

polynomial space of one variable and it is described as a "stable object" in

some sense.

On the other hand, Givental' [7] shows that, in the problem of Lagrangian

immersions of surfaces into R4 = T*R2, the singularity "open Whitney um-

brella" defined by (x, t) -> (qx, q2,p2,px) = (x, t2/2, -t3/3, xt) appears
stably. He also remark that the open Whitney umbrella is parametrized by a

minimal system of generators of the R-algebra,

{h £R[x, t]\{dh/dt)(0) = 0}.

Remark that this algebra is equal to the set of polynomials h(x, t) such that

the exterior differential dh is of type a(x, t)dx + b(x, t)d(t2/2) + c(x, t)d(xt)

for some a, b, c £ R[x, /].

An analytic version of this was studied already, that is, the relative de Rham

cohomology [15]. Let g:R", 0-»Rp,0 be a map-germ. Consider the ideal J?

generated by dgi, ... , dgp in the de Rham complex Q. of germs of differential

forms on R", 0. Then the relative de Rham cohomology %fg is defined as

the j'th cohomology of the complex (Q/J*-, d), where d: Q/J^ —► Q/J^ is the
induced homomorphism form the exterior differential of forms. It is interesting

to study the structure of ßfg in the singularity theory of mappings, and many

results are known in the case n > p (cf. [15]).

Contrary, in the case n < p , as pointed out in [15], even the structure of the

Oth part

^° = {heffi*.o\dh 6 (dgi,..., dgp)c?R„,o}

is not known in detail.
In this paper, from the motivations stated above, we remark that an open

swallowtail and an open Whitney umbrella can be constructed inclusively, by the

process (*), in a polynomial space of one variable (Theorem 1 and Proposition

1), and we study certain relations between these objects and 0th relative de

Rham cohomologies of stable mappings.

We treat an isotropic submanifold /""' which is not necessarily an intersec-

tion of a Lagrangian submanifold and a hypersurface (cf. Remark 5). As a conse-

quence, we have a multidimensional analogue, which is denoted by W2n (4n + 1 )

in this paper, of the open Whitney umbrella.

Explicit parametrizations of open swallowtails are given in [6, §3]. These

parametrizations relate to the paper [9], where we associate certain ring sheaves

with singularities of mappings and discuss the finite generatedness of associated

ring sheaves. In the case treated in this paper, these ring sheaves coincide with

the sheaves of 0th relative de Rham cohomologies (see Remark 3).

Derived from this observation, in this paper, more general objects are para-

metrized (Theorem 2) in a similar way as in [6].

Above all, we emphasize that, for a certain stable mapping (in the sense of

Thom and Mather), a minimal system of generators of associated ring sheaf

in the sense of [9] turns out a parametrization of certain singular Lagrangian

variety (Theorems 3 and 2).
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We can observe that this relation is very natural, since the Oth relative de

Rham cohomology ^g is just the set of generating functions of isotropic liftings

R" , 0 —► T*W of g, and it is a deformation space of an isotropic lifting of g .

This aspect will be investigated in an another paper.

We also remark that there are important papers, for instance, [10], treating

singular Lagrangian varieties on a different viewpoint from this paper.

In § 1, after some preliminaries, we state Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and Proposition

1.
We prove Theorem 3 in §2, and prove Theorems 1 and 2 in §3.

As a corollary of Theorem 2, we give a regular stratification of singular vari-

eties treated in this paper, in §4.

In the last section, we recall symplectic geometry in polynomial spaces of one

variable and prove Proposition 1.

The author would like to thank Professor S. Izumi for valuable comments

and thank the referee for helpful advise.

1. Statements of results

Let K denote R or C. Set

^ = | F(t) = Y. «i<"~7(n - mai e K1 ,
( 0<(<« J

the K-vector space of polynomials of one variable t with degree < n . Further-

more set

Jtn = {F e &„\ao = 1}   and   Tn = {F £ Jgn\ax = 0}.

Define a linear map D~l:ß?n —> ̂n+t  (-n < I) by

t'+l/(j + l)\,   (0 <;' + /),

(otherwise),

and the linearity. (Z>-(-1) = D is just the differentiation by t.)

Define a polynomial map n:J(n^'Vn-i by

n(F(t)) = D(F(t - ai(F))) = (DF)(t - ax{F)).

For fixed positive integers n, k and m, consider the affine subspace / =

In,k(m) of J!m+i, (m > (2k - l)n), defined by

In,k(m) = D-(m+x-"îjfn®l    0    /J-<w-(2-''+1",)^_1

\l<j<k-l

in ^m+i.

Theorem 1. The sequence induced from differentiations by t,

->n(I„jk(m + 1)) ̂  n(I„,k(m)) Z n(I„,k(m - l))->--- ,

is stabilized at stage m > 2k n + 1. Precisely, there exists a polynomial section

s-.Wm^Wm+i, (m > 2kn+l),ofD = d/dt:Tm+x -► Tm , mapping n(In,k(m))

to 7t(I„tk(m + 1)).

Remark 1. In the case K = C, n(Ink(tn)) is an algebraic variety, and D is

an isomorphism of algebraic varieties if m > 2kn + 1. In the case K = R,

n(In,k(m)) is a semialgebraic set.

/ Í tj+
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Especially, we are interested in the case k = 1 and k = 2. Denote the

variety 7t(/„, x(m)), (resp. n(I„a(m))) c\Tm by S„(m), (resp. W2n(m)).

Let ^4 be an «-dimensional stratified subset of a 2«-dimensional complex

(resp. real) symplectic manifold (M, co). We call A a Lagrangian variety if any

holomorphic (resp. C°°) mapping h:N —> M with h(N) c A is an isotropic

map, that is, h*co = 0.

Proposition 1. The "stable objects" Sn(2n + l) c %,+i a«úí W^«(4/H-l) C ^4„+i
are Lagrangian varieties with respect to the natural symplectic structure of %„

for odd m . (See §5.)

The result in Theorem 1 for Sn(m) is due to Arnol'd and Givental' [6, 4].

The variety S„(2n + 1) is called the «-dimensional open swallowtail. The

variety W2(5) is isomorphic to the open Whitney umbrella by a symplectic

diffeomorphism.
We seek a concrete parametrization of n(In k(m)).

For a polynomial F(t), set

F{l)(t) = (-l)'+xD-x((t'/i\)F(t)),

= (-l)'+1 f (u'/i\)F(u)du,        (i = 0, 1,2,...).
Jo

For m >(2k-l)n, define Q„tk,m:% x (IV, ^-i) x K - ^ by

a¡(Qn,\,m(F ,y)) = <
{ F((_„_x)(y),    n+ 1 < 1 < m,

a¡(Qn,k,m(F,Gx,--- ,Gk_i,y)),        (k>2),

( a¡(F),        2<i<n,

F(l_„_.)(j>),        n + 1 < i < 2n + 1,

ai-jjn-2,        2jn + 2<i<(2j+l)n+l,   l<j<k-l,

Gj{l-i2j+i)n-2)(y).        (2/ + l)/i + 2 < i < (2; + 2)« + 1,

l</'<fc-2,

G/t_1(;_(2/t_1)„_2)(y),        (2k-l)n + 2<i<m,

where F e % , and G, G ̂ _i , (i = 1, ... , k - 1).
Then we have

Theorem 2. Let y/:Ink(m) —> %„, (m > (2k - l)n), denote the restriction of

n:JTm+i -> Tm.
(1) If k = 1, i/V« there exists a diffeomorphism o:I„j(m) -^%xK such

that y = Qn,\,m°o-
(2) If k > 2, then there exists diffeomorphisms o:In k(m) -» %/nx(Y[k_x <%?„- \ )

x K and x:cVm^'Vm such that y/• — xo Qn^km°o.

Remark 2. Let k = 1 or 2, and m = 2kn + 1 . Then ip and Ô are isotropic

maps. Furthermore if k = 2, then we can choose x a symplectic diffeomor-

phism at least locally.

The variety n(Ink(2kn +1)) is closely related to the stable mapping / =

fn,k-.%t x (Ylk-i^n'-i) x K -> Wn x (Y[k_t %n-i) x K* defined by

f(F,Gi,...,Gk_x,t)

— (F, Gi, ... , Gk_t, F(fi)(t), GX{o)(t), ... , Gk^X(o)(t)),

where Fefi and G,£ ^_, , (i = I, ... , k - I).

= <
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The mapping fnk is a stable unfolding of the mapping K —> K* defined by

t-*(-tn+l/(n+l)\, 0,...,0  (k-l times)), [8].

The mapping Q (resp. /) can be extended naturally to Q:^nx(Y\k-X^n-\)

xK^J?m, (resp. f\J[n x (FT^, ^-i) x K - .#„ x (ü^-i <*S-i) x K*).

In general, let f:M -* N be a mapping. If K = C (resp. K = R), then /
is assumed to be polynomial or holomorphic (resp. polynomial, Cw or C°°),

according to the situation.

Associated to /, define ring sheaves 3f and %?? by

3ff(U) = {h£ CfM(U)\hx - h(x) £ f*mf(xyC?M,x,   (X £ U)},

%?{V) = {h£ cfM(U)\dhx £ d(f*mf(x))'CfM,x ,   (X £ U)},

where U c M is an open subset, cfM is the structure sheaf of M in each

case, cf\f,x is the stalk of cfM at x , f*:cfN j(X) -* @m ,x is the induced local

homomorphism by /, my(x) c &N,f{x) is the unique maximal ideal and hx

means the germ of h at x .

Then we have

Theorem 3. The ring sheaf 2)?     (resp. 3>fnk) is generated by all components

of Qn,k,2kn+i   (resp.  Qn,k,2kn+\)- that is, 9i-f     = Û»tjk,2*«+i'^pfc»'. {resp.
Jn, k

%„,t = On,it,2fc»+l*<%*») •
Furthermore these form a minimal system of generators of 2?     (resp. 3¡fn k)

at the origin.

Remark 3. We see 9¡>     (resp. 3¡¡   ) coincides with fff    (resp. ^9 ). (See
J n, k ' J n   k *

§2, proof of Theorem 3.)

2. Minimal system of generators

We use notations in § 1.

For the proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we use the following

Lemma 1. There exist Amj £ Q[xo, xx, ... , xn],  (0<i<n,m = 0,l,2,

...), such that, for any F = tn/n\ + £,<,<„ a,tn-'/(n - /)! £ ¿€n ,

F(m) =  ¿^ Am<l(F(o), ax, ... , a„)F(j) + Amto(F(o), ax, ... , an),

l<i<n

(m = 0, 1,2,...), and that ordo^lm, ¿ —► oo as m -» oo.

Proof. There are rational numbers r,, (0 < / < n), such that, for any F £ .£n,

F(n+m+\) = roF(0)F(m) +    ¿^   fiOiF(n+m+l-i) (»1=0,  1,2,...).

1<(<«

In fact, it is sufficient to set

-'/{(T)+("+r')}
and

\ (n + m - i\     (n + m + \ - i\\ ,,   . . ,   ,
* = -'»{{       m       ) + { m J}' (!<'<«)•
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Thus /r(m), (m > n + 1), is a linear homogeneous function of Fim_X), ... ,

/r(m_„_i) with coefficients in Q[F(o), ax , ... , a„] with order > 1 at the origin.

Using this relation iteratively, we have required Amj.

We need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 3 in the holomorphic

and Cw cases.

Lemma 2. Let h: (K" , 0) -* (Kp, 0) be an analytic and finite map-germ and

g £ Fo = K[[yi, ... , yp]] be a formal power series. If g o h is analytic, then

there exists an analytic g £cfo = K{{yi, ... ,yp}} such that g o h = g o h .

Proof. In general, let cp: (A, m) —> (B, n) be a local and unitary homomorphism

of local rings. Assume B is a finite ^4-module via cp. Then Im cp is closed

with respect to n-adic topology. (This is kindly communicated to the author by

S. Izumi.)

In fact, by Artin-Rees lemma, Im cp is closed with respect to m-adic topology

[14, 3.13(iii)]. Since nkB c mB c nB for some k £ N, m-adic topology of B

concides with n-adic one.

The closure of Im cp is equal to Im cp nB , where cp:A^>B is the completion

of cp . Thus we see Im cp = Im cp n B .

Applying this to cp = h*: tfnP, o —> <^k",o, we have Lemma 2.

Proof of Theorem 3 (first half). The first half of Theorem 3 for the original Q

and / follows easily from that for the extended Q and /.

We also treat complex and real formal cases. Then the structure sheaf of Kp

is defined by cf(U) = Y[xeU^x, where Fx = &/(n,<, m<) =* K[[yx,... , yp]],

ex is the ring of germs of C°°-functions at x and U c Kp is an open subset.

Set X=JTn x(nfc_1^n-i)xK^Kfc"+1.
Let Au , (u = 0, 1, 2, ... ), denote the set of (F, Gx, ... , G\-i, t) £ X

satisfying

(WF)(t) = (&Gx)(t) = • • • = (WGk_x)(t) = 0,        (0 < ; < u - 1).

Define an ideal sheaf Jy by

J^(t/) = {k£cf(U)\Duk vanishes on A„+1,  (u = 0, 1, 2, ...)},

where U c X is an open subset.

Then, by the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [9], we see

3tf{U) = {k£ cf(U)\Dk £ J}{U)} = 2f{U).

(This is valid in all cases which we are treating.)

We remark that Jj is generated by F , Gx, ... , Gk_x , considered as poly-

nomial elements of cf(X). In fact, since F , Gx, ... , Gk_x can be taken as a

part of coordinates of X , the set of sections over U of the ideal sheaf gener-

ated by F, G\, ... , G>_i is equal to {k £ cf(U)\k vanishes on Ai}, which
contains Jj-{U).

In the polynomial case, for any k £ 3¡j x ,

Dk = AoF + AX(F + Gx) + ■ ■ ■ + Ak_x(F + Gk_x),

for some polynomials A¡ £ cfx . Then,

k = k(x) + D~x(A0F)+    Yl    D-X(A,(F + G,)),
l<i<k-l
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using the notation in §1.  By Lemma 1, each term in the right-hand side is a

polynomial of components of Qn,k,2kn+i ana" G/(«)   (1 < i < k - I).

Furthermore, setting R(t) = F(t) - tn/n\,

Gm = (-l)n+x f(u"/n\)Gi(u)du
Jo

= (-l)"+1 / {F(u)Gi(u) - R(u)G¡(u)} du.
Jo

Therefore G¡i„) is the linear combination of F(o), ... , F(„), G,-(0), • • • ,

G,(„_i). Thus we have required result in the polynomial case.

For the C°° , complex formal and real formal cases, we follow the proof of

Proposition 2.2 of [9]. The different point is only the usage of Lemma 1 instead

of Lemma 2.6 of [9].

By the finiteness of Q and by Lemma 2, the result in the holomorphic (resp.

Cw) case follows from that in the complex (resp. real) formal case.

Proof of Theorem 3 (Second half). Set Q = Qn,k,2kn+i • Let

x - x(a¡, bj¡, c¡, djm 11 < i < n, l<j<k-l,0<l<n,0<m<n-l)

be a formal power series with coefficients in K. Assume x o Q = 0. Then it is

sufficient to show ordnt > 2.

First, restricting the relation x o Q = 0 to the subspace {t = 0}, we see

dx/da¡(0) = dx/dbjt(0) = 0, (1 < i < n,  I < j < k - I).

Second, for fixed jo, ( 1 < jo < k - 1 ), restrict x o Q = 0 to the sub-
space {a = 0,bj¡ = 0 if (j,i) ¿ (Jo,n)}. Since bjo,„, tn+x, ... , t2n+x,

bj0<„t, ... , bj0,„tn has no formal relation of order < 1, we see dx/dc¡(0) =

dx'/ddjo,m(0) = 0, (0<l<n, 0<m<n-l).

Thus ordnT > 2 . Similarly we have that x o Q = 0 implies ordnt > 2. This

completes the proof of Theorem 3.

3. Stabilization and parametrization

ForFeJffl and veK, set ®y(F(t)) = F(t + y). Then %:^m ^ %?m isa

linear automorphism preserving Jim .

We need the following lemma, which is an easy consequence of integration

by part:

Lemma 3. Let F £ ß^n , and / > 0. Then

<D_yon-'-1oO,F = r'-1F- / {(t-u)l/l\}F(u)du,
Jo

for any y £ K.

Define OiJ^xK^A by 4>(F, y) = 0_yF . Then, Q>~x(Tm) = {(F, y) £
Jfm x K|y = ax(F)}. Set i(F) = (F, ax(F)) £J?mxK. Then ?t:Jtm+x -» 2^
is factorized as O o / o D.

Notice that DIn^k(m) = In,k(m - 1). Let cp:In k(m - 1) x K -> J?m be the

restriction of O. (This is a similar construction as [1, (5.3.29)].)

Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 (k = 1). First we will parametrize cp. Define

I:/„,,(w -l)xK^/„xKby ?>{G,y) = (®-yDm-"G, y).   Then I is
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a polynomial diffeomorphism. Define Qm:J£n x K —» J(m by Q'm(F, y) =

<S>-y o D-(m-"] o Oy(F). Then we have (a): cp = Q'm o X.

Thus ^ = ft|^i,i(»0 = Q'm ° ^ ° l:° F>\In,i(m). Set a = I o / o D\In<x(m):

In i{m) -»?bxK, Then a is a polynomial diffeomorphism.

Then we have (b):  Q„,,, m = Q'm Wn x K.
In fact, by Lemma 3, for (F,y)e/„xK,

(2^(F , y) = £>-(«-»)F - / {(* - w)m-"-V(w - « - 1)!}F(m)</m
Jo

= D-(m-n)F+      y^     F{i)(y)tm-n-l-i/{m-n-l-i)L

0<i<m-n-l

This shows Theorem 2(1).
Next we will show that (c): for 2« + 1 < / < m , there exists a polynomial

map sm¡:J?¡ -* J(m such that Q'm = smj o gy' and that Dm~l o sm ¡ = id^,.

By Lemma 1 or Theorem 3, for I < j < m , there exists a polynomial Aj £

K[ax,..., a„; Xo,... , x„] such that

FU-n-X)(y) = Aj(ax(F), ... ,a„(F); F{0](y), ... , F{n)(y)).

Then, to see (c), it is sufficient to define sm¡ by

t       tr^     ía¿Gí> !<*<'>

{ A¡(ax(G), ... ,a2n+x(G)),        I + I < i < m.

Set 5 = sm+x m\%n'-'Z/m —* ̂m+i ■ Then 5 is a polynomial section of D, and

s(n(Itt,i(m))) = soQ'm(Tn x K) = ßm+1(% x K) = n(InA(m + 1)), by (a). This

shows Theorem 1, (k — 1).

Proof of Theorems 1 a«úí 2 for general k. Define Q^. m:^, x (IXt-i^n-i) x

K —► Jüm by

öi.wt^", G, , ... , C7¿_,,y)

= 4).íofl-<"'-")oO/+    52    <5-r°ö"lm-^+1»"lo(I)vGJ.
l<y'<fc-l

There is a natural isomorphism A:^#„ x (ÍTjt-i %n-i) —» In,k(m ~ 1) > that is,

A(F, G,, ...,G/t_1) = /)-<m-")F+     J]    £,-C"-(27+i)«-i)(77.

1<j<k-1

Define l:I^k(m- l)xK^/„x (FU-i^-i) x K by

X(G, y) = (<D_VF, <D-VC7,, ... , 0_VG,_,, y),

where A" ' G = (F, Gj, ... , Gk_ x ).

Then we see (a): cp = Q'k m o £.

By Lemma 3, the coefficient av of tm~"/(m - v)\ of

Q'k.m(F, G], ... , G^_,,y) e^m

is equal to

JV-n-ijOO +    ¿2   Gj(„-(2j+i)n-i)Cy),
\<j<k-\
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*sm,,iG)) = { °ifj(
{ Ai(ax(

for 2kn + 1 < v < m.  Then by Theorem 3 (polynomial case), there exists

Av £ KL#2£k+i] such that av= Avo Q'k2kn+l .

We see (c): for 2kn + 1 < I < m , there exists a polynomial map smj:^¡ —>

Jfm such that Q'km = smJ o Q'kJ and that Dm~' o sm j = id^.

In fact, it is sufficient to set, for Ge//,

a,(G),        l<i<l,

X(G), ... , a2kn+x(G)),        l+l<i<m.

Setting 5 = sm+x tm|?m , we have Theorem 1 in general.

Next we will show (b): there exists a polynomial diffeomorphism T:J£m —>

Jim preserving Tm such that Q'k m = ToQnkm.

Set i = Q'km(F,Gl,...,GkJl,y) and » = ß„,fc>m(F, G,,..., Gk.x, y).
Then, by Lemma 3 and Theorem 3 (polynomial case), each coefficient a^(^-n),

(2n + 1 < v), of the difference £ - n is a polynomial of preceding coefficients

of w; av(S, - t]) = Av(ax(n), a2(n), ... , av-X(n)).

Then define F by

T(ax,... ,am) = {ai,..., a2n+x, a2n+2 + A2n+2(a), ... ,am+ Am(a)).

We easily see F satisfies the required property of (b).

By (b), ^ = ToQnkmoI.oioD\I^k(m).

Set (T = Zo/oZ)|/BiJfc(/M):/f,,Jt(w)-^x(nfc_1^t-i)xK and r = F|^ .

Then we have y/ = t oQnk mo a . Thus Theorem 2(2) is proved.

This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.

Remark 4. In the above proof, though Q'm can be extended naturally to Q'm:

^JxK-t %fm , the statement (c) does not hold for extended Q'm .

4. Stratification

We deduce from Theorem 2 a property of the stable object 7i(I„j((2kn+ 1)).

In this section, we identify % x (Y[k_x%i,-X) x K with K*" by the corre-

spondence (F, Gi, ... , G/t_!, /) -> (a(F), a(Gx), ... , a(Gk_x), t).

Lemma 4. Let m > 2n + 1  if k = \, and m > (2k - l)n + 1  if k > 2. Then
y/: I„tk(m) —> 2^, w a homeomorphism onto the image.

Proof. By Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that Q = Qn,k,m isa homeomor-

phism onto the image.

First Q is continuous and injective. In fact, let Q(F, Gx, ... , Gk_x, t) =

Q(F', G\, ... , G^,, /'). Then F ^ F', G}= G) (1 < j < k - 1), and
F{l)(t) = F{l)(t'), (0 <i<n). By Lemma 2.7 of [9], we see / = /'.

Furthermore Q is proper, since already the mapping (F, Gx, ... , Gk_x, t)

-> (F, Gx, ... , G*_, , F(0)(/)) is proper.

Thus we have Lemma 4.

Two stratified sets (A, s/) c Kr and (ß,^)cKs are called isomorphic if

there is a homeomorphism er: ̂  —> Z? mapping diffeomorphically each stratum

of ¿/ onto a stratum of 3§ .

Corollary 1. The variety n(In,k(2kn + 1)) has a Whitney regular stratification

£7~ isomorphic to the stratification of Kk" by the Thom-Boardman stratification
offn,k:Kk"^Kk"+k-x.

The dimension of each stratum of £7~ is a multiple of k .
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See [19, §19 and 16, §2] for the Whitney regularity.

Proof. By Theorem 2, n(Ink(2kn + 1)) is parametrized by ß = Qn,k,2kn+i •

The decomposition of Kk" by the Thom-Boardman singularities of ß coincides

with that of / = /„,*;

Kk"=   [J   1(0(0)=   (J   ZmCO,

where Z{0 = I1-1.1, (/' times). (See [5].)

Further we have I(,)(ß) = {(F, Gx, ... , Gk_x, t) £ Kkn\t is a common root

of F, G), ... , Gyt-i of multiplicity > /'} .
We see X(,)(ß) is a submanifold of codimension ki.

By Lemma 4, ß is a homeomorphism onto n(Ink(2kn + 1)). Therefore

Ö|Z(i)(ö) is a diffeomorphism onto the image, by the definition of Thom-

Boardman singularity.

Set F = {Q(L(i)(Q)}o<i<n ■
Let x £ Z(o(/) • Then the germ /: Kkn, x -► K*"^"1 is right-left equivalent

to the germ of f„-¡tk x idKt, at 0. Thus 3j is isomorphic to 3fn_. k x idK*,.

Then we see the germ of ß at x is right-left equivalent to the germ at 0 of
{Qn-i,k,2k(n-i)+i x idK*,, 0):Kfc" -♦ K2kn~ki x Kki, where 0:Kfe" -» K*¿ is the

constant zero map.

Therefore, for each y £ ß(I(l)ß), there exists a germ of diffeomorphism

K2kn, y -» K2^"-') x K2kl, 0 mapping J to J' x Kfei x 0 and ß(X(i)ß) to

0 x K*' x 0, where ¿7"' is the stratification associated to fn-i>k.

Thus ¿7" is Whitney regular along ß(Z(,)ß), (0 < / < n).

5. Lagrangian property

We recall the symplectic structures on %2n+\ , ^2« and ^2„_i , [4, §1].

Set %(F(t)) = F(t + y),  (y e K, F ê ¿%n+x).  Then <Dy:^„+1 -> ^„+1
is a linear symplectic transformation with respect to the symplectic structure

œ = £o<«<n ^ A dPi > where 0/ = a»-/. A = (-l)/+1«B+f+i - (0 </'<«) •

The flow {Oy}y€K is a Hamiltonian flow with the Hamiltonian

h = \ E (-1)"+'a'fl2«-' = y+   E  Ä«+i-
0</<2n 0</<n-l

In fact, X — ^2l<i<2n+la¡-Xd/dai is the infinitesimal transformation of

{(¡>y}yeK , and X\co = zd« .
Notice that « is independent of a2n+x .

The field d/da2n+x is a characteristic field on the hypersurface {a0 = 1}.

Then the space of characteristics is identified with Jf2n and the induced sym-

plectic structure on J?2n is co = Y^o<i<n-i dP¡ A dq¡. The induced function

h = ql/2 + poqi + ■ ■ ■ + pn-2qn-i + Pn-\

is a Hamiltonian of the induced flow {<Py}yeK on J?2n •

The space of characteristics of hypersurface {« = 0} is identified with %_i

by the mapping n: {h = 0} c Jt2n —► ^in-i , (cf. §1). Then the induced sym-

plectic structure on ^„_i is co = ]£o<i<n-2 ^/7< A ̂ 0/ •
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Lemma 5. If k — 1 or 2, then i//:I„ k(2kn + 1) -> %2kn+x is isotropic, that is,
y/*co - 0.

Proof. If k = 1 or 2, then Ink(2kn + 1) c {« = 0}. Furthermore, the

symplectic form coj^2kn+I vanishes on In k(2kn + 1). Thus

V*^n+1 = ta^„+2l/»,/t(2fc« + 1) = 0.

Corollary 2. Fac« stratum of (Sn(2n +1), &~), (resp. (W2n(4n + 1), ,7")) /'s an

isotropic manifold.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let h:N —> Af satisfy //(A) c S„(2n + 1) (resp.
W2n(An + 1)). Denote by U¡ the interior of A_1ß(I(oß). Then h*co\U¡ = 0,

(0 < /' < n), and A = Uo</<« ̂ • Thus h*co = 0.

Remark 5. I„ t \ (2n + 1 ) c ^2n+2 is an intersection of the Lagrangian manifold

In+\t\(2n+l) and the hypersurface {h = 0} . On the other hand, /„i2(4/i+l) c
^4„+2 is not an intersection of any Lagrangian manifold and {h = 0} .

Proof. Set X = In>2(2n + 1). Suppose L is a Lagrangian submanifold con-

taining X. Then there exist disjoint subsets / and J of {0, 1, ... , 2«} and

a smooth function S = S(q¡, /?j) such that / U J = {0, 1, ... , 2«}, / d
{0, 1, ... ,n- 1}, /D {«+ 1, ... , 2«} and F is defined by p¡ = (dS/dq¡),
qj = -(dS/dpj). Then we have two cases: (1) n £ I, (2) n g I. In the

case (1), by simple calculations, we see that h\L - qn(pn+\+ higher term) with

respect to the coordinates q¡, pj of L. Similarly, in the case (2), we have

h\L = pn(qn+i+ higher term). In any case, we see that Ln {h - 0} is not equal

to X as germ at 0.
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